
Mr. Chairman, Governor Bryant, Members of the Cabinet, Members of the Board of

Control of Florida and its staff, Faculty of Florida Atlantic University,
v'"'I e '(' ~ I-\-'\,

Delegates of the universities and colleges who have come to share this occasion

with us and to represent your colleges and universities and distin~ished

organizations, Friends of the University, distinguished all of you.

Mr. Chairman, I accept the charge, the responsibility of which you have

just given to me knowing full well that I, alone, would not be capable of

fulfilling the responsibilities which you have placed in my hands; but knowing

completely full well that together with the excellent faculty and staff which

we have assembled at Florida Atlantic University and with the guidance and

advice of our governing board--the State Board of Education--and more directly--

the State Board of Control, and with the assistance of friends in this community

and indeed throughout the State, we will, God willing, be able to measure up to

these responsibilities and to that I pledge my own talents and my own efforts.

Before beginning what might be thought of so IIUch more formally as a

Presidenthl address or remarks, I would like, if I may, to take just a moment
\

as part of a perso..cti>rivilege as it were to have you think with me and as we

do}actually thinking each of us in terms of his own life that whatever we are

"x.
that is of merit is actually the resul~of many forces which have played upon

us--the resultant of many assist, many hands, many instances of loving care, and

of guidance and advice from many sources. Not the least of these, of course, all
us are

of~ indebted to our parents and to our teachers who through our earlier years

assisted us as we took the first rather halting step toward maturit~ and then

our immediate families who have been and are always patient and long-su~fering

and full of advice and guidance and love and care even when we bring them almost

to the state of being not a golf widow or golf family but a job widow or • job

family, to our colleagues and peers, and to our friends in the community, to



and sometimes of relative ease certainly as compared to ~ what they have

well as to our institution from the faculty which have given up jobs of

those who serve the official capacit~es in the advice and guidance of each of us,

as in my own case, in my own particular area of responsibility, my Board of Control,

and my State Board of Education, I do want to pause at this time to let you know

that I very humbly~ and very sincerely recognize my great debt to all of

you. In the past few months now that we have been privileged to work together,

I have come to recognize the tremendous strength that comes to me personally as

security

found~
Florida Atlantic University to assist in building this great 1nstitution. We have

.,K. J-A. '" ~('-JI-'1@
an unusual faculty as you would expect;l1Mr. e 'u· Chairman, and Mr. Governor,

of great competence--else they would not be here. But we have a faculty, too, who

unlike the faculties that operate in many places are not content to restrain their

talents and their ...p....... ..•p.••.•.•. competences and their interests just
-\'0

to the classroom orAthe research laboratory but who are willing to assist those

others in the administratian in taking on the administrative responsibilities of

this Institution to kkaawa the extent that it is a truly shared responsibility

to the extent, and I hope that I will always be true to the .ff•••• offers of
which are given,

assistance~ and that it will be a two-way street to the extent that we are

col1eagues--administrators and faculty altke,

How long will we condone and support higher educational institutions of

seventeenth, eighteenth and ninetbenth •••••"., century models?

How long will we build more and larger colleges and universities in this

land which presumably would meet twentieth century requirements with philosophies

and instructional methods of past century vintage?

How long will • we be satisfied , or complacent in our ignorance and

indifference, with the nineteenth century chassis encased in a twentieth century

body, yes, even replete with late twentieth century chrome?



How uuch longer will our colleges and universities of America dump into the

waste pile two-thirds of the precious raw human resources which KakJ they receive?

How long will colleges and universities be more influenced and directed

by the "power of the status quo" than by the spirit of internal inquiry and invention?

How long?

Surely the answer tlUst be in clarion tones -- "Not long!"

The solution is within our grasp.

We have on the faculties of our colleges and universities tlUch of the research

talent of our nation. Yet, we devote not __~ per cent of this talent, or

of the universities' operational dollar in the United Ststes to operational,~

that is, instructional research. No significant industry in our nation could

survive and make its contribution to our country, which did not divert con~

siderable funds to research and development --in search of improved methods of

operation, better ways of~ doing its business~ and greater ~ yield from its

raw materials--both~ quantitatively and qualitatively.

The time must come -- and quickly -- when this University, and each

university in our country will be given as additional funds~-not from funds

devoted to other services--additional funds from one to three.per cent in my

opinion of its~ ~ operating budget for the underwriting of educational

research and development. The 1.1••••••" relatively few dollars, so committed,

will return ten fold--yea even a hundred fold--in improved methods, in efficiency,

and, most importantly, in the transmutation of the raw material--the human

abilities which constitute the potential of our input.

Provincialism, in any form, is a serious threat to the vigorous development

of higher education. Tradition in organization and in the technology of educa

tion tends to be restrictive. It is an effective, protective womb for those who



are secure only in the KK environment of the past. It is nourishment only for

those who suckle at the breast of stagnation.

This .-x era. and the ones ahead. demand that those who participate in the

development and operation of colleges and universities be concerned more with

boldness and creativity than with security and safeness. They must be concerned

more with the needs of society today than with the more effective implementations

of the pattern which met the needs of the nineteenth or early twentieth century

society.

Even then. lJ..mpmWJ'Olllip when we do this, the goals will still exceed our

grasp. By striving mightily, however, we shall narrow the gap between the

goals and the achievement. between the reach and the~ grasp.

To worshippers of "things -as-they-are" and of llthings-as-they-used to-be"

there is no villany like innovation. It is not surprising, then. that we hear

from those more faint-of-heart and more short-of-faith cautions to ... let's

not "rock-the-boat" or to 'let' s-do-business-in-the-same-old-way." But, we will

not be dismayed, for we are strong in the knowledge that equally restraining

statements were directed to all in all ages who have dared to innovate. We who

keep the faith are in illustrious company: -- Galileo. Lister, Harper of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, Gilman of the Johns Bopkins University! '\P

In suggesting the mainspring ~ of progress. Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. has

written:

\
"Progress has come about only when here and there an unusual man broke

\

an institution for I think it applies equally well.

oose and independently. on his own. started

And using this in connection, and

something different. ..

I'd like~~ to direct it toward
unusual

Only when an -'Mite.' 'Tn••

man broke loose and independently on his own started sometdng differen~ ~

usual man seldom makes the inventions, or strikes out in new directions.
I



or blazes new trails. or advances our frontiers of knowledge and under

standing. Such things are do~ not by usual men or institutions but by

unusual men or institutions. They are done by .. men who have particular

talent... broader vision. more imagination. willingness to work. a

courage to act independently and according to the force of their

convictions. especially in the face of the ever present antagonism to

change. The significant thing is that while the ~ unusual man may profit

by his unuaua1 efforts and sacrifice. in an infinitely greater measure

does he contribute to the advancement of the whole. Indeed that is the

only way the whole can ever advance." As with man. so it is with an

institution.

Universality of opportunity in higher education in the U.ited States is

evolving -- it is, indeed. hard upon us now!

We can no more hold back the torrent of youth demanding education beyond

the high school, than we could in an earlier .. era hold back the demand of

universal education beyond the elementary school.

This demand comes not from the young American in isolation from the forces of

his America. Rather the demand is to be found, fu~rooted and full-blown in the

economic and social characteristics of Thtwywwmtmwa his America.

So sympathetic and astute an
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